PART- 3

USE OF TECHNOLOGY FOR HADR
OPERATIONS

Context

The response to the Gorkha Earthquake
proved a test bed for the increasing
utilization of technology in HADR Operations
.

Initial Damage
Assessment

The initial Damage Assessment was done
by accumulating information provided by
forces deployed on the ground and reports
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District Border
Highly Affected
Moderately Affected
Less Affected

Initial Damage Assessment of all affected 14 Districts

from other governmental agencies. Data
mining of those reports and information were
managed in a centralized database. Volumes
of information, mainly situation reports, and
verbal reports were stored in the database.
Geospatial based querying system was
used to conduct area specific damage
assessments. These initial assessments were
used for cueing reconnaissance, deploying
security forces, specialized rescue and relief
teams, medical teams, friendly foreign forces
and volunteers.

Damage Assessment
Using Post Disaster
Satellite Images

High-resolution satellite images were
made available to the Nepalese Army by
International Centre for the Integrated
Mountain
Development
(ICIMOD),
Kathmandu Living Labs and other agencies.
Satellite image of Kathmandu Valley was
made available the very next day of the
earthquake. The GIS team of the Nepalese

Army prepared damage assessment reports
based on visual findings from high-resolution
satellite images. Structural damages were
clearly visible from the satellite images and
clusters of damages were grouped to form
area-wise damage reports. The Nepalese
Army used such products to allocate
resources and deployment of own troops
and teams from friendly foreign forces. This
approach aided the conduct of systematic
rescue and relief operations in affected
areas.
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Structural Damage in Kathmandu Valley based on analysis of post disaster satellite image.

GIS Based Products

The Nepalese Army GIS team prepared
various map-based products to assist in quick
decision-making. Maps were excessively
used by security forces and other partner
agencies. Following data sets were used for
preparing GIS based products:
o Topographical Digital Map Data
o Satellite Images

o Census Data from Department of Census
Bureau
o Data provided from field units
o Crowd Sourced Data (Provided by
Kathmandu Living Labs)
o Specific Data regarding Hospitals,
Security Bases, Critical Infrastructures
o Road Network Digitized by Open Source 		
Communities
o Landing Zones/Dropping Zones

Centralized Information
System
A Centralized
Information System was
created from the initial stage and all the
available information was fed into the
database. This system allowed to generate
specific reports by cross querying and
further helped to verify and validate the
data. Open source data (from news portals,
social media feeds, unconfirmed reports)
were also fed into the system. Geo-spatial
support was added to perform geographical
based queries and reporting. The Centralized
Information System was developed in web
platform for multiple user access with
backend database. Areas where information
was lacking were identified and further
specific information collection processes
were initiated. This system was developed
by the IT department of the Nepalese Army.
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Common Operating
Picture
A Common Operating Picture was setup to
visualize multiple layers of information in
a single window. Information like security
forces deployment, crowd sourced data,
relief and rescue activities, medical support
and logistics support were displayed
using a Common Operating Picture. The
Common Operating Picture was a software
application developed by the IT Department
of the Nepalese Army and allowed higher
authorities to visualise the scenario and
progress of rescue/relief operations, thus
allowing for rapid decision-making. Multiple
layers of information were overlaid together
to monitor the progress and identify gaps
and weakness. The Operation Centre in
the Nepalese Army HQ was provided with

big screen information displayed with auto
updates. News feeds from news network
and social feeds from social media further
provided value added information into the
Common Operating Picture.

Crowd Sourced Data
Crowd sourced data were excessively used
during the rescue and relief operations.
Private operators set up a platform to collect
and manage data from the general public
and conducted the first level of verification,
providing the Nepalese Army with the
following details:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Location (Specific to Village Level with
Latitude and Longitude)
Number of affected people
Number of Deaths/Injuries
Support Requirements
Level of Urgency
Contact Information (Mobile Numbers,
Contact Person)
Verification Status
Other information

The spreadsheet was updated on a regular
basis and was available online.
Crowd sourced data added new dimension
in rescue and relief operations. This
information helped to identify instant needs
of the affected population, gaps in rescue
and relief operations, presence of security
forces on the ground and ultimately plan
for target specific operations. The Nepalese
Army further processed the crowd-sourced
data and used that information for planning
operations. Following steps were used for
processing:

Crowd Sourced Raw Data
Provided by Private Operator

Manual Sorting and Prioritization Based on Urgency

High Priority
(Medical Assistance,
Rescue, Stranded etc)

Immediate Action by
Stand by Forces

Medium Priority
(Food, Water, Tentage
Supply

Deliberate Planning
and Action

Lower Priority
(Debris Clearance,
Settlement
Relocations etc.)

Detailed Analysis,
Planning and Action
led by Government
Planners
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A Snapshot Situational Map with multi-layer information (Both security forces deployment and crowd sourced data)

Open Source
Communities and
Their Contributions

multi-copters were used by the Nepalese
Army and other agencies to conduct initial
damage assessment. Aerial surveillance

Open source communities played a vital role
in providing and managing crowd sourced
information. Their contribution in mapping
road networks and other infrastructures
added valuable information in GIS based
products. Updated open street map data
was widely used by security forces in
rescue and relief operations. Information
provided by commercial telecommunication
companies, particularly through tracking
of the movement of cell phones, was very
helpful in identifying the areas from where
the population was moving out of as well as
areas in which they were concentrating.
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provided applicable output in urban areas
like Kathmandu Valley. However, in the
case of high altitude mountainous remote
areas, the endurance of Commercial grade
surveillance systems was insufficient to
cover the ground adequately.

A Word of Caution
While use of cutting-edge technology is
increasingly effective as enablers and force
multipliers, there is no viable substitute
for Human Intelligence (HUMINT) in HADR.
Only when the NA had boots on the ground,

A e r i a l S u r ve i l l a n c e
Systems

through the surge of troops into virtually

Aerial surveillance systems like fixed wing

emerge.

Unmanned

Aerial

Vehicles

(UAVs)

every Village Development Committee (VDC)
in hard hit areas, did the true picture start to

and
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Air assets of the Indian Air Force which arrived within hours of the Earthquake greatly enhanced the air capacity

